Course Review: Bear Valley Meadows
Ay-yi-yi — where to start on this one? Perhaps the
best thing to do is to quote ourselves, from our welcome and introduction message on the front page of
the website. To wit:
How many course reviews have you read that say
‘This course stinks?’ If Don and Pete find a stinker
(and we have), you’re going to hear about it.
So there’s no way to sugarcoat this: Bear Valley
Meadows stinks. In fact, it stinks so bad that we have
no choice but to anoint it with the dubious distinction
“Worst Golf Course In Oregon.” It’s that bad.
We’re not going to belabor the point here, we will
rather let an extra picture or two tell the tale. Located in Seneca, just off of Highway 395 more or less
halfway between Burns and John Day, Bear Valley
Meadows is a 9-hole course carved into a field. You
don’t check in, there’s a simple honesty box for your
greens fees. Apparently you used to check in at a
local mini-mart, we found a reference to that online
and such instructions were (somewhat) covered up
on the course welcome sign. There were no scorecards available the day we played.

The grass at Bear Valley Meadows, when there is
grass, is simply farmers’ field grass mowed down a
bit. The “greens” (which weren’t) are the same grass
mowed a bit lower still. There are no tee boxes. Hole
routing is hard to describe. The flags had the hole
numbers on them; without a scorecard, that was really the only thing that kept us going the right direction. After Hole No. 5, however, we teed off and realized we were heading to the seventh green — we’d
missed No. 6. Turns out it was behind a corner.
We played Bear Valley Meadows as part of Golf
Week 2015 in mid-August. The course doesn’t get
irrigated, just what God happens to send, and God
doesn’t send much rain in Eastern Oregon in August. So the fairways were hard and forget about
hitting one of the small greens and keeping it on.
You had to try and gauge how short to hit it and
hope it bounced straight. Once on a green, putting
was, as you can imagine, an adventure.
Most of the holes did have primitive, non-matching
signage giving distance. An Internet site lists the
overall course distance as 2905 yards, that sounds
about right. The Silvies River (more the size of a
creek) winds through the course and comes into
play on four holes.
As we were leaving, a local came driving up to the
course in his golf cart. He had a set of decent Taylor-Made clubs. When we hit the highway, we saw
another man-and-wife couple heading toward the
course in their golf cart. It’s hard to imagine Bear
Valley Meadows being your “home course,” but it
obviously holds a place for those in Seneca.

